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Parallel Logic Simulation:
Myth or Reality?
Kai-Hui Chang and Chris Browy
Avery Design Systems

Parallel logic simulation seemingly promises shorter simulation times,
but speedup is difficult to achieve in the real world, and pitfalls in evaluating simulation speedup can offer false promises.

L

ogic simulation is one of the most commonly used
design verification methods in the integrated-circuit
industry. Given that designs are becoming larger and
take longer to simulate, reducing simulation time is
an important challenge.
One way to address this simulation challenge is to
proto-type designs on emulators. Such specialized hardware is expensive, however, and using it can be difficult,
requiring the register transfer level (RTL) to be recoded to
compensate for emulator synthesis limitations and requiring cumbersome debugging due to reduced signal visibility.
Another approach to consider for design verification is
parallel logic simulation. This approach has been studied
for decades,1 and recent research continues to promise
improvements on existing work.2-4 Moreover, the improvements in multicore processors should make such an
approach simpler to deploy. Commercial parallel simulators, however, remain niche products because of the
difficulty to apply parallel simulation to actual industrial
designs.
In our experience, it’s more difficult to achieve simulation speedup today than 10 years ago despite all the
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improvements in multiprocessor computers. This difficulty
raises the question: is parallel logic simulation a reality, or
is it just a myth? In this article, we try to provide an answer
from the perspective of an industrial parallel simulator
vendor.

PARALLEL LOGIC SIMULATION
Typically, the first step in parallel logic simulation is to
partition the circuit. Partitioning can be fine-grained, which
distributes the simulation of different hardware design
language (HDL) code statements to different threads, or
coarse-grained, in which different computers simulate
different portions of the design.
Partitioning can also be performed heterogeneously—
that is, on the basis of applications or tasks. For instance,
one process could run logic simulation while another outputs waveforms or calculates functional coverage. Here,
we assume homogeneous coarse-grained partitioning:
the design is partitioned at block boundaries and data
exchange occurs at ports. On the basis of this partitioning, researchers can then apply the following algorithm to
coordinate the partitions for parallel simulation:
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Figure 1. Performance improvements for CPU, memory, and
Ethernet today versus 10 years ago, comparing the fastest
available mainstream components from both times. CPU: 2-GHz
Intel Pentium 4 versus Intel Core I7 960; memory: DDR-400
versus DDR3-2000; Ethernet: 100 Mbps versus 1 Gbps. Latency
(for both memory and Ethernet) is the setup time to transmit
the first byte. CPU improvement is approximate and depends
on the application.

where Tsingle is the single-process simulation time, Tparallel
is the multiprocess simulation time, and Tcommunication is the
time spent on exchanging all the data during simulation.
Tparallel is calculated as follows:

1. do
2.		 do
3.			 get the port changes from each partition;
4.			 send the port changes to the target
			partitions;
5.		 until no more port changes;
6.		 get next-event time from each partition;
7.		 send the minimum next-event time to all
		 the partitions and ask all the partitions
		 to advance to that time;
8. until simulation finishes.

In Equation 2, the last term is the speedup factor from Amdahl’s law, in which P is the portion of simulation that can
be parallelized and S is the speedup of that portion. The
following equation can express Tpacket, the time to transmit
an N-byte packet. Tcommunication will be the sum of all Tpacket
values during simulation:

It would seem that performance of parallel simulators
implemented using the above algorithm should improve
with faster multiprocessor computers: the multiprocessor
architecture reduces communication overhead, and faster
computers reduce simulation time. However, as we will
explain, this may not be the case at all.

In Equation 3, Tsetup is the setup time for transmitting
the first byte, and Tbyte is the time required to transmit
each byte. For the same simulation job, when processor
speed improves, both Tsingle and Tparallel are reduced, making
Tcommunication more important. If Tcommunication doesn’t improve at the same rate as processor speed, then speedup
suffers—which, unfortunately, is often the case.
Figure 1 shows the performance improvements that
CPU, memory, and Ethernet reached over the past 10 years
(www.cpubenchmark.net; www.jedec.org). Take Ethernet,
for example. Even though Tbyte has been reduced by about
10×, Tsetup has been reduced by approximately only 2×.
Given that processor speed improved by an order of magnitude during the past decade, it is obvious why speedup
actually has decreased.
To examine the validity of this explanation, we performed parallel simulation on machines connected
with Gigabit Ethernet and Infiniband.5 Gigabit Ethernet
and Infiniband latencies are approximately 100 μs and
10 μs, respectively, and the simulation results are shown
in Table 1. In the study, we varied the synchronization
mode to generate different numbers of packets during

COMMON PARALLEL SIMULATION MYTHS
There are several common myths about parallel simulation. We analyze two in particular.

Myth 1: Faster multiprocessor computers should
always increase parallel simulation speedup
Reduced communication overhead is a key element
for improving parallel processing performance. Before
multiprocessor computers became popular, distributed
computers with fast local networks were used for parallel
simulation. Therefore, it’s understandable that the communication overhead can be substantial.
More recently, shared-memory multiprocessing has
gained popularity because it allows threads to exchange
data through memory rather than by dedicated inter-
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connects. In addition, because faster processors also
reduce the time for data transfers, the speedup from parallel simulation should improve.
Unfortunately, this doesn’t happen. The problem is that
the reduction in communication overhead is measured
using absolute time, whereas speedup is calculated with
respect to the single-process simulation time. In reality,
communication overhead typically doesn’t improve linearly with the improvement in processor speed. When
communication overhead is considered, the equation for
speedup calculation is:

COMPUTER

Tparallel = Tsingle ×

1

(1– P ) +

Tpacket = Tsetup + N × Tbyte .

P
S

.

(2)

(3)

simulation to better measure the impact of
Table 1. Comparison of simulation speedup using Gigabit
different Tsetup values. As the results indicate,
Ethernet and Infiniband with different
reducing communication overhead, especially
numbers of synchronizations.
latency, considerably improves parallel simulaSimulation speedup
tion performance.
Packet
(times)
Communication overhead in a server farm can
Synchronization
count
Improvement
be prohibitive. Shared-memory multiprocessor
mode
(millions) Ethernet Infiniband
(times)
computers might offer better tradeoffs, but the
All events
273.0
0.08
0.52
6.50
communication overhead isn’t always sufficiently
Every 500 picoseconds
15.5
0.74
2.12
2.86
low enough that parallel simulation could always
succeed: although simulation can be executed
Every 5 nanoseconds
2.5
2.12
2.75
1.30
at the GHz range with data in CPU caches, interprocessor communication—implemented using
additional communication overhead that slows simulainterprocess call (IPC)—still requires main memory access
tion down.
and consumes hundreds of CPU cycles.
Another factor to consider with respect to larger
An important observation explaining this phenomenon
designs is the increasingly common use of sophisticated
is that although memory throughput has improved considverification methodologies that can involve the simulators’
erably over the years, latency hasn’t improved at the same
Programming Language Interface (PLI) access, Tcl scripts,
rate. As shown in Figure 1, memory latency has improved
and complicated testbenches. For example, testbenches
only 1.43×, which was calculated based on the column adbased on the Universal Verification Methodology (UVM) can
dress strobe (CAS) latency, or “CL”—for DDR-400 SDRAM,
build processes during simulation. This requires dynamilatency is 10 ns for CL = 2. However, even for DDR3-2000,
cally allocated communication channels that automatic
the latency is still as high as 7 ns for CL = 7.
partitioning tools can’t handle prior to simulation, making
To demonstrate the effect of communication overhead in
the preparation for parallel simulation much more chala multiprocessor machine, we conducted an experiment on
lenging. Furthermore, partitioning testbenches and PLI
a machine with hardware-accelerated TCP/IP handling. To
code is typically very difficult. Additionally, testbenches
this end, we ran a design with partitions using TCP/IP and
and PLI code often must be executed serially, which creIPC as communication protocols. Our experiment yielded
ates additional serial portions within simulation that limits
the following runtimes:
speedup. To make matters worse, with larger designs the
tendency is to test each block separately in the testbench. In
• 14 minutes, 51 seconds (single process without parallel
such a case, the workload shifts from one block to another
processing);
during simulation, which complicates workload balancing.
• 15 minutes, 24 seconds (with hardware-accelerated
On the other hand, if the design becomes so large that it
TCP/IP protocol); and
can’t fit into the computer’s physical memory and results
• 17 minutes, 1 second (with IPC protocol).
in thrashing, then parallel simulation usually helps: partitioning the design and distributing the simulation to several
As the results indicate, hardware-accelerated TCP/IP can
computers can fit each partition in the computer’s physical
actually outperform IPC calls. On the other hand, even with
memory. Given that disk I/O latency is significantly larger
hardware acceleration, we didn’t observe a performance
than that of network access, this can reduce simulation
gain from parallel simulation for this particular design.
time considerably.
In short, the improvements in multiprocessor computers
One benefit of distributing simulation to run in parallel
don’t necessarily result in better parallel processing perforis that engineers can use cheaper machines with smaller
mance. Unless communication overhead can be reduced in
memory to simulate large designs, which reduces the cost
proportion to the increase in processor speed, simulation
of building simulation farms.
speedup could be more difficult to achieve.
A historical note: parallel simulation was actually in
high demand about seven years ago. At that point, designs
Myth 2: Larger designs allow for greater
started to exceed the 32-bit memory space, and emulator
speedup
capacity hit the wall; however, with 64-bit computers still
It is commonly believed that speedup is easier to
expensive, parallel simulation remained a smart choice.
achieve when designs grow larger. However, this isn’t enThe high demand for parallel simulation lasted only a few
tirely true because as designs increase in size, developers
years. Once 64-bit processors became mainstream and afbegin to insert hierarchical references from the testbench
fordable, simulating large designs using 64-bit processors
into the design to improve the visibility of design signals.
became cost-effective, diminishing the need for parallel
When the design is partitioned, such references create
simulation once more.
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Table 2. Comparison of circuit activity using
unconstrained-random stimuli and functional
test patterns.
Average workload (%)
Circuit
block name

Random inputs

Functional test

fgu

16.10

2.10

ifu_ibu

20.00

5.30

ifu_ftu

27.40

8.50

pku

26.10

3.20

exu0

21.50

6.40

exu1

23.80

1.30

tlu

28.90

4.50

lsu

27.40

5.30

mmu

26.00

7.00

Average

24.13

4.84

Standard deviation

3.95

2.21

Coefficient of variation

16%

46%

Table 3. Comparison of circuit activity using
random and ATPG-based test patterns.
Wire values changed per cycle (no.)
Benchmark
circuit

No. of
wires

Random

ATPG
scan(s)

ATPG
scan(p)

1,086

9,010

13,793

B14

51,924

B17

250,804

5,311

6,177

46,567

B22

163,679

2,883

5,233

47,995

100%

1.99%

7.67%

24.82%

Average

*Results in “scan(s)” were achieved with serial scan; in “scan (p),” with parallel
scan.

PARALLEL SIMULATION SPEEDUP PITFALLS
Although simulation speedup for industrial designs is
becoming an elusive goal, improvements to speedup continue to be reported. We traced this seeming discrepancy
to two reporting mistakes that researchers who have overestimated achievable speedup in applications commonly
make.

Using unconstrained random inputs
For various reasons, such as not having access to testbenches with realistic stimuli, many researchers have
reported experimental results based on unconstrained
random inputs. However, such inputs tend to create a
higher workload than pseudorandom inputs. In addition,
the workload based on unconstrained random inputs is
often evenly distributed. These two factors can boost parallel simulation performance.
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To show the effect of unconstrained random stimuli on
simulation workload, we ran unconstrained-random simulation for 5,000 cycles on one of the CPU cores in Oracle’s
OpenSparc design. We then ran the first functional test
(tso_n1_cross_mod103:cmp_tso_diag:cmp1_mini_T2) in
the regression and compared it with the average workload.
We calculated this workload using the total number of value
changes in design variables throughout simulation, divided
by the number of synchronization points, and further divided by the number of design variables. In other words, the
average workload was the average percentage of variables
for which the values were changed between two synchronization points.
Table 2 shows the results for the main circuit blocks
in the CPU core. These results demonstrate that random
stimuli created a workload that was four times higher than
created with the functional test. In addition, the workload
from random inputs was much more balanced than with
the functional test, as the coefficient of variation shows.
This balancing is to be expected because random inputs
exercise the design unconditionally and uniformly, whereas
functional tests don’t. For example, the functional test we
ran used only one of the execution units (exu) most of the
time, making the workload of exu0 much higher than exu1.
However, the workload for exu0 and exu1 was similar for
random inputs.4
Unfortunately, unconstrained stimuli don’t make sense
for real IC designs because most of the input patterns will
be illegal. Instead, engineers develop constrained-random
testbenches or directed tests so that the generated stimuli
can be consistent with the actual environment, which tends
to create a smaller workload, and the signal activities can
be biased toward certain portions of the design. As a result,
experimental results that have been reported based on
unconstrained inputs can be unrealistic.
To avoid such mistakes, researchers can use open source
industrial designs with real testbenches such as Oracle’s
picoJava and OpenSparc. In their work using OpenCores’
public domain designs, Yuhao Zhu and colleagues found
that parallel simulation on real testbenches could run
slower than the single-thread version when they applied
the deterministic stimuli shipped with the design, and in
some cases the speedup was significant only when random
inputs were used.4 However, it is those deterministic stimuli
that are of interest in practice.
On the other hand, a special type of stimulus is suitable for parallel simulation: patterns generated by ATPG
tools for manufacturing test. Table 3 shows a comparison
of circuit activities for random simulation, test simulation
in serial-scan mode, and test simulation in parallel-scan
mode. From the results, we observe that simulating test
patterns creates an even higher workload than random
simulation. Intuitively, test patterns exercise the design as
much as possible so that more faults can be detected with

PARALLEL SIMULATION DESIGNS
AND APPLICATIONS
Although achieving simulation speedup using parallel
simulation is more difficult than might be anticipated, designs and applications suitable for parallel simulation are
available, including the following examples:
• Simulation of manufacturing test patterns generated by
ATPG tools. Such patterns produce large amounts of
event activities that are evenly distributed within the
design, which is perfect for parallel simulation.
• Use of cheaper computers to simulate large designs.
In this case, speedup comes from reduced wait time
by avoiding the use of computers with large memory,
which are typically reserved for other jobs.
• Simulation of designs that require full waveform dumping. Partitioning the design and simulating each
partition on a computer can distribute disk I/O, which
can also considerably improve simulation performance.
• Use of designs that have symmetric architectures such
as routers or symmetric multiprocessors (SMPs). These
designs tend to have similar workload within each
block during simulation, and the communication
among blocks is usually limited.
To reduce the time for setting up a parallel simulation
environment, the simulation engine itself should be the one
that’s already being used. Otherwise, due to the compatibility issues commonly observed among different simulators,
the engineers might have to modify their PLI applications,

Performance speedup factor (×)
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Figure 2. Speedup achieved for various RTL designs. SMP cluster is a multiprocessor design, and the rest are communication
chips.

15
Performance speedup factor (×)

a smaller number of patterns. Therefore, test simulation is
a perfect candidate for parallel simulation.5
Another potential problem in evaluating parallel simulation speedup is that some studies used a slow simulator
for baseline comparison. The rationale was that the researchers lacked access to the source code of commercial
simulators so they simply modified an open source simulator. However, slower simulation speed makes it much
easier to achieve greater speedup. Therefore, the speedup
measured using a slow simulator is likely to be unrealistic: if simulation speed increases by 10× but it’s still
10× slower than a single-process commercial simulator,
then the work still isn’t useful. Given that open source
simulators are typically an order of magnitude slower
than commercial simulators,5 the reported speedup from
research with such simulators is questionable.
To address this problem, researchers should implement their algorithms on existing commercial simulators.
If this isn’t possible, they should at least provide a reference
comparison of simulation speed between the simulator
they used and one that is typically used. This will give an
idea of how much speedup can be expected in a real-world
environment.
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Figure 3. Speedup achieved for various gate-level designs. The
stimuli for the graphics processor came from manufacturing
tests.

scripts, and SystemVerilog testbenches to use the new simulator, which is cumbersome.
Currently, three major commercial parallel simulators dominate the market: parallel VCS from Synopsys
(www.synopsys.com), MPSim from Axiom Design Automation (www.athdl.com), and SimCluster from Avery
Design Systems (www.avery-design.com). The first two are
multithreaded and are based on their own simulators. In
contrast, SimCluster is a multiprocess parallel simulation
environment, added onto existing simulators, that supports
major commercial simulators from Synopsys, Cadence, and
Mentor Graphics.
Over the past 10 years, we have successfully applied
parallel simulation to various designs. Figure 2 shows
the speedup we have achieved from RTL designs, and
Figure 3 shows the speedup achieved from gate-level
designs.
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GRAPHICS PROCESSOR UNITS

constructs is much more complicated than
for gate-level simulation, making it difficult to
partition and allocate to each cell the requisite
he use of GPUs for parallel processing has gained popularity owing to
code for simulating the RTL constructs. Nonethe large number of processing pipelines in each GPU and to the sigtheless, engineers use zero-delay gate-level
nificant parallelism within each pipeline. Processors (or cells) in a GPU are
simulation less frequently because its main
simple and are based on the single program, multiple data (SPMD) archipurpose is to check the correctness of syntecture. Each cell has a limited amount of local memory that is fast and
thesis tools, and there are better ways—such
efficient. Main memory access, however, is typically slow. Due to the SPMD
as equivalence checking—to achieve this goal.
and memory constraints of the GPU architecture, zero-delay gate-level
Currently, engineers use gate-level simulasimulation is the most suitable target for parallelization using GPUs.1
tion chiefly with standard delay format (SDF)
annotation for timing purposes, which GPUs
Reference
1. Y. Zhu, B. Wang, and Y. Deng, “Massively Parallel Logic Simulation with GPUs,” ACM
can’t easily parallelize.
Trans. Design Automation of Electronic Systems, June 2011, article 29.
The second problem with GPUs used for
simulation is that, similar to emulation, the
visibility of signals in GPUs is limited, making
debugging more difficult. Adding visibility to GPUs is an
The figures demonstrate that communication chips
easier task than emulation, although at the expense of conare good candidates for parallel simulation because their
siderable performance loss.
symmetric architectures create a balanced workload.
Finally, GPUs still can’t parallelize testbenches. In our
Processors are also good candidates due to reduced comexperience, today’s convoluted UVM-based testbenches
munication overhead at pipeline boundaries and balanced
can easily consume from 20 percent to 50 percent of the
workload in each pipeline stage.
simulation workload. The inability to parallelize testbench
Because setting up and fine-tuning the performance
simulation significantly limits the achievable speedup. If
of parallel simulation can require considerable effort, the
performing zero-delay gate-level simulation is necessary,
simulation task must be complicated enough to make the
however, choosing GPUs could be preferable to emulators
effort worthwhile. Typically, parallel simulation is most
or accelerators.
useful for simulation tasks that take days or even weeks
to run. A metric to predict whether parallel simulation
Spatial partitioning and time-wrap algorithms
can provide speedup is to use cycles per second measured
One parallel simulation technique that seems promising
in terms of wall-clock time. Since most communication
is to partition the simulation temporally instead of spaoccurs at synchronization points such as clock edges, this
tially.7 Because the researchers implemented this work on
number provides a good indication of the workload and
commercial simulators, the speedup they achieved could
communication overhead. In our experience, simulation
be compared to what is possible in industrial environments
tasks that run slower than 100 cycles per second are good
and was much more realistic than those implemented on
candidates for parallel simulation.
slower open source simulators. The limitation of this work
is that it can be applied only when a higher-level model for
PARALLEL SIMULATION VARIANTS
prediction exists. In addition, hierarchical references from
In addition to the parallel simulation algorithm we have
the testbench are difficult to handle. However, if the design
described, other variants of parallel simulators are possible.
does have a simple testbench and a higher-level model, then
For example, GPUs can be used for parallel simulation as
speedup can be significant.
can methods based on software (see the “Graphics ProcesRecent research has also used time-wrap techniques to
sor Units” sidebar).
improve workload balance.3 These techniques allow some
partitions to simulate past the global synchronization
Using GPUs for parallel simulation
time and to roll back simulation results for those partiRecent research has shown that using GPUs for logic
tions if, later, it is found that the values don’t match the
simulation can be successful.4,6 Unfortunately, this doesn’t
assumptions.
mean that parallel simulation using GPUs will become
Although this approach can keep the processors busy,
widespread. For one thing, GPUs are ideal only for zerothus improving parallel simulation performance, it can
delay gate-level simulation. If delay is involved, a centralized
create problems for testbenches that rely on the values
event queue must be used, which increases communication
in the design to decide what to do next. If the testbench
overhead and dramatically reduces the workload at each
already uses an incorrect value, rolling back simulation
time point.
time and reversing the consequences of the wrong values
For RTL simulation, delay typically isn’t an issue. Howcan be difficult. The main reason for this difficulty is that
ever, the software support required to execute different RTL
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rolling back simulation in hardware code requires simply
restoring the values in storage devices and resimulation.
However, testbenches are like software in that they can
involve PLI applications and Tcl scripts, which don’t have
explicit storage devices or program counters for restore
purposes. Therefore, such techniques are rarely applicable
in industrial settings.

I

t is a myth that, in parallel logic simulation, the increase
in circuit sizes and faster multiprocessor computers
should result in increased simulation speedup. Ironically, both factors can actually reduce parallel simulation
speedup. The former causes engineers to use sophisticated
testbenches that are difficult to parallelize. Communication
overhead doesn’t improve at the same rate as processor performance, thus reducing the achievable speedup.
Additionally, pitfalls in evaluating parallel simulation performance, such as the use of unconstrained random inputs
and slower baseline simulators, can produce speedup that
is unachievable in practice.
It’s expected that communication overhead, especially
latency, isn’t going to improve dramatically in the near
future. However, to improve the performance of parallel
simulation of real designs, finding a way to reduce communication overhead is of utmost importance. Additionally,
circuit type (symmetric architecture or not), stimuli (direct
test, constrained-random test, or manufacturing test), and
simulation target (RTL or gate level) all affect the choice of
parallel simulation platforms and achievable speedup. To
maximize computational speedup, all these factors should
be considered before parallel simulation is deployed. An
intelligent partitioning tool that takes these factors into
consideration will undoubtedly increase the chance for
parallel simulation to be successful.
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